
Make A Super Affiliate Income In 30
Days By Copying & Pasting Done-

For-You A.I. Bots
New bonuses expire in…

P.S. This is a highly limited deal as it involves group coaching and individual one-to-one mentoring from Simon. For obvious

reasons there are only so many students he can dedicate his time to at any one time. Once spots are taken this deal page will

be removed, even if it’s before the deadline on this page.

Act now if you want to take advantage of this special price and opportunity to work closely with Simon, and remember that your

investment is fully backed up by an unconditional, 30 day money-back guarantee.
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It’s a click-by-click approach for getting an unfair advantage and making a life-

changing daily income in a way that’s easier, quicker, and more enjoyable than you

ever thought possible.

When you sign up today, here is everything you get access to...

- These bots target the most popular affiliate categories and high-converting offers,

and are ready to activate; so all you need to do to profit with them is swap out your

affiliate link and click “launch.”

- In just a few clicks you can choose to activate them as either “bot landing pages”

or “hijack bots” to rapidly grow your email list and skyrocket your sales.

- Automatically churn out commission 24/7 on both mobile and desktop devices

using A.I. conversation to intelligently convert your traffic into leads & sales

Now, any time you want to promote an affiliate offer, you’ll leap into action with a

newfound sense of confidence.

That’s because you know that in just a few clicks, you’ll have powerful, high-

converting bots that your competitors are clueless about.

- 3 hours of video training broken down into bite-sized chunks, in which I break down

all 3 steps, click-by-click so that you can be up and running, making money on the

same day.

- Unlimited access to our “request a video” feature so that you can watch over my

shoulder as I mentor you through any query you have with a personalized video

- Lifetime, world-class support from our experienced team so that we can hold you

by the hand and guide you in your journey towards super affiliate status.

Whether it’s today, tomorrow, or next year, you can rely on us to help you make

money predictably and consistently, day-after-day.

- After investing well over 7 figures testing all types of traffic, I share our most

reliable and proven sources so that you can profit consistently from them every

single day.

- Step-by-step training on how you can instantly drive traffic from profitable sources

to affiliate offers in a few clicks.

- Discover hot, new, lucrative traffic strategies (free and paid traffic) as we

continue to test new sources, and reveal our winners.

Now, any time you want to switch on reliable traffic to promote a new offer, you’ll dive

in headfirst without even giving it a second thought.

That’s because you know that in just a few clicks, you’re able to exploit a proven

traffic source that other affiliates will struggle to find.

Act Now & Get These
Amazing Bonuses

You’re Backed By A 30 Days
No Questions Asked Money-

Back Guarantee

20 Done-For-You A.I. Bots:
Designed, Built & Perfected

Over Thousands Of Hours

(retail value: $9,995)

“Watch Over My Shoulder”
Video Training & World-Class
Support (retail value: $1,995)

Secret, Cheap & High
Quality Traffic Sources
Proven To Churn Out Leads &

Sales (retail value: $4,995)

Bonus #1: Me (15 Spots Only)

- Immediately after you join, you’ll receive an email from

simon@conversiobot.com with a link to register for a 30-minute consultation

with me.

- During the consultation, I’ll give you structured advice, based on your

experience, to get you to super affiliate income as fast as possible.

- From time to time, I’m paid for Bot consultancy by companies of all sizes, and

my hourly rate is $500. You’ll get my consultancy for free.

- You’ll also get follow-up email support from me from Monday to Friday, so

whenever you need any guidance, inspiration, or motivation, I’ll be only one

message away.

Once all 15 spots for the one-to-one consultancy are taken this bonus will be

withdrawn.

Bonus #2: Lifetime Hosting & Email

Marketing Integration (retail value:

$4,995)

- Lifetime hosting for all your bots on our super-fast, dedicated servers so that

your hijack bots and bot landing pages load instantly on desktop and

particularly mobile devices.

- 1-click integration with any major email autoresponder so that you can

automatically add leads generated by your bots to your email lists.

- If you use an email marketing service that we’re not integrated with (which very

rarely happens), we’ll integrate with your service in a matter of days (for

free).

- Our standard price for an email integration is $1,995, and this is a service we

actively sell to our clients. You’ll get it for free.

Bonus #3: Done-For-You Lead

Magnets (retail value: $2,995)

- The most effective way to ask for someone to join your list is to give them

something of value. For example an ebook or a bonus product relating to the

offer you’re promoting. This is known as a "lead magnet".

- The fastest way to grow a list of email subscribers is to use A.I. Bots to give

away high-value, lead magnets through intelligent conversation.

- You'll get unlimited access to our best-performing lead magnets for all the

major affiliate categories so you can grow your email list faster than you

thought possible.

Whenever you want to grow a list in an industry like make money, health, self

help, dog training, languages, green energy, or any other major niche, you'll be

able to add a done-for-you lead magnet to your bots in just a few clicks.

Bonus #4: Weekly Group Coaching

& Mentoring Calls For 90 Days (retail

value: $1,795) (30 Spots Only)

- Once a week, I’ll do a 1 hour group coaching and mentoring call with you and

my other students to keep you motivated and on the fast track to success.

- You’ll also have access to recordings of these calls in which I share the hottest

new strategies, and answer all of your questions in an intimate group setting.

So any time you want to discuss a bot, a traffic source, new strategies for affiliate

marketing, bot marketing, email marketing, or marketing in general, you’ll have a

full hour to learn as a group.

Bonus #5: NEW A.I. Bots On

Demand (retail value: $6,995)

- Whenever you need a new A.I. Bot to promote an offer that’s on your radar, just

send an email to support@conversiobot.com

- Every week our team builds new hyper profitable Bots for our community under

my supervision and guidance.

- Your request joins a pool of requests from other members of our community,

and there’s no limit to the requests you can make.

So any time a hot, new offer is launched on any affiliate network, you’ll have the

world’s leading Bot-building team at your disposal.

When you sign up, you can enjoy access for 30 days

without risking a single dollar. Whether it’s twenty-nine

minutes from now or twenty-nine days from now, if you’re not

happy, I’m not happy.

So for any reason or for no reason whatsoever, if you want

your money back you can get it, because I only want to keep

your money if you’re happy.

All you have to do is email support@conversiobot.com and tell

us, ‘Gimme my money back,’ and you’ve got it. Our average

response time to any support request is 51 minutes over a

24/7, 365-day period.

You can only make such a guarantee when you’re confident

that what you have is the real deal. And I’m confident that

when you sign up you’re getting the exact system you need

to fast-track your income.

Comments From Our Community

"$76,239 In First 30 Days"

It automated my business from start to

finish, and the results have been

outstanding. Just in the first 30 days,

we’ve generated 11,549 verified leads.

Out of that, we’ve done 387 sales and

$76,239 in earnings.

- John Valley

"Over $50,000 With First 3 Bot

Conversations"

I was very unbelieving that a bot could

be useful in my business, but it’s proven

me wrong. It’s available 24/7 and it’s

generated $50,000 with it’s first 3

conversations!

- Gordon L

"$5,263 Paycheck From 40

Minutes Of Work A Day"

I’m grateful to be a part of this group.

Thank you to Simon for being an

amazing mentor and developing this

amazing technology! 

These are my last 4 paychecks and I’d

say on average I spend around 40

minutes to 1 hour a day at the moment

on my bot campaigns.

- Michelle A

"In ONE Day I Made More Than I

Did In One Month In My Old

Jobs’"

After trying so many thing that didn’t

work, I’ll admit I was a bit afraid to try

Simon’s method. I was kinda tired of

failing. 

Today I made over $3,000 and I

honestly can’t believe it. I’ve NEVER

made over $3,000 in a whole month in

ANY job I worked.

I’m so glad I gave this thing a shot!

- Jim W

"Just Landed My First $1,000 Day

By Doing What Simon Told Me"

Just landed my first $1,000 day! Thank

you Simon. All I did was what you told

me to.

- David R

"Got My First Sale In 6 Hours After

Pushing The Traffic Button"

Got my first sale today around 6 hours

after pushing the traffic button! Mind

blown! 

- Janice A

"I’ve Never Got A Higher ROI’"

I’ve been trying paid traffic on

Facebook, Google, MGID, Microsoft,

and other networks for a while now. I’ve

never got a higher ROI than on the

traffic sources you recommend in the

training. They’re amazingly consistent.

- Roz H

"The Most I’ve Grown My E-Mail

List In The Last 3 Years"

Using the lead magnets and the bots,

I’ve added 240 leads to my email list in

the last 7 days.

That’s the most I’ve grown my list in 1

week in the last 3 years!

- Mike W

"$5,967,488 In 3 Years On

ClickBank"

This letter is to provide confirmation

from ClickBank that since you have

been on the platform, you have

generated $5,967,488 on ClickBank.

Thank you for being a Platinum client on

ClickBank!

- Jennifer Beevers (VP Client &

Customer Advocacy, ClickBank)

“Barely A Month In & I’m Making

$100+ A Day”

Barely a month in and almost every day

I’m making $100+ thanks to Simon’s

amazing bots.

- David J

“My E-Mail List Grew 500% Faster”

- Basia G

! Yes Simon & Alen, I’m In!

By signing up right now, I understand I'm getting instant access at the lowest price this

has ever been at!

In addition to be being backed and protected by a 30 day money back guarantee, I will

also get full access to the done-for-me A.I. Bots, video training, coaching & mentoring

sessions, lifetime hosting & email integration, done-for-me lead magnets, and any new

A.I. Bots released to the community.

Your Order Information!

Three payments of $395. Just $395 today

gets you INSTANT & FULL access. You

will then be billed $395 in 30 days, and

the final payment will be 60 days from

today.

$395

x 3

OPTION #1

Continue To Next Step >>

OPTION #2

BEST VALUE DISCOUNT (SAVE $997)

Instant 50% Off With Coupon superbots

(LIMITED TO 20 PEOPLE ONLY)
Just

$997

TOTAL INVESTMENT TODAY: $997

NEW BONUSES EXPIRE IN…
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Contact Us | Refund Policy | Privacy | Earnings Disclaimer | Terms | Anti-Spam Policy | GDPR

Copyright © 2022 ConversioBot. All rights reserved.

This site is not a part of the Facebook website or Facebook Inc. Additionally, This site is NOT endorsed by Facebook in any way. FACEBOOK

is a trademark of FACEBOOK, Inc.

This site is not a part of Google™ website or network of sites such as Youtube™ or any company owned by Google™ or Youtube™

All product and company names are trademarks™ or registered® trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them does not imply any

affiliation with or endorsement by them.

This masterclass is intended to help you make a difference in the world. As stipulated by law, I can not and do not make any guarantees

about your ability to get results or earn any money with my ideas, information or education. After all, it takes hard work to succeed in any

type of business. In fact, it takes hard work to succeed at anything in life. Your results in life are up to you and the amount of effort and

resources that you are willing to put into succeeding. I just want to help by giving great training, direction and education that move you

forward. I feel transparency is important and I will always hold myself (and you) to a high standard of integrity. Absolutely NOTHING on this

web page should be considered as any type of earnings claim (implied or otherwise). What I do know is the vast and overwhelming

majority of people who take classes about business and sales don't get any results at all. Kind of like the way most people who buy home

exercise equipment don't look like the people in the commercials. (I'm guilty on that front myself.)

Also, this is a CLASS intended to help BUSINESS OWNERS learn how to use the Internet to get more customers. It is NOT a "business

opportunity".

MULTI-LEVEL MARKETING: This business is NOT advertising a multi-level marketing or network marketing firm, as it does not fit the Koscot

test under FTC law. Any individual, without any payment by participants, can become a part of the referral program by creating an account

online here. Case reference: Koscot Interplanetary, Inc., 86 F.T.C. 1106, 1181 (1975).

LIABILITY DISCLAIMER: By reading this website or the documents it offers, you assume all risks associated with using the advice given,

with a full understanding that you, solely, are responsible for anything that may occur as a result of putting this information into action in

any way, and regardless of your interpretation of the advice. You further agree that our company cannot be held responsible in any way for

the success or failure of your business as a result of the information provided by our company. It is your responsibility to conduct your own

due diligence regarding the safe and successful operation of your business if you intend to apply any of our information in any way to your

business operations. In summary, you understand that we make absolutely no guarantees regarding income as a result of applying this

information, as well as the fact that you are solely responsible for the results of any action taken on your part as a result of any given

information. In addition, for all intents and purposes you agree that our content is to be considered "for entertainment purposes only".

Always seek the advice of a professional when making financial, tax or business decisions.

TESTIMONIAL DISCLAIMER: Testimonials appearing on this site are actually received via text, audio or video submission. They are individual

experiences, reflecting real life experiences of those who have used our products and/or services in some way or another. However, they are

individual results and your results may vary.
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